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DETAILED ACTION

Specification

1 . The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities: The first paragraph

in the Summary of the Invention section does not make sense as written. In particular, in

sentences three and four the phrase 'method capable ofmaking it possible X-ray scanning in the

most suitable condition to track the flow of an X-ray...' is not clear as some words must be

missing and/or the grammar is improper. Throughout the specification phrases such as 'to

relatively move one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus to the other and perform a

fluoroscopic scan along a direction predetermined with respect to the object with the one of both

the tabletop and the support apparatus relatively moved to the other. . .', 'move the one of

both. . and 'one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus' are made. The meaning of this

phrase is not clear because it is not clear what is moving. In all such phrases the meaning is not

clear and at a minimum these statements are grammatically incorrect because it is it does not

make sense to say 'one ofboth the. .
.'. Throughout the specification phrases such as 'operator's

manually operated information. .
..' are made. In all such phrases the meaning is not clear as

information can not be operated. Appropriate correction is required.

Drawings

2. The drawings are objected to under 37 CFR 1.83(a) because they fail to show the

function ofF3 in figure 12 in English as described in the specification. Any structural detail that

is essential for a proper understanding of the disclosed invention should be shown in the

drawing. MPEP § 608.02(d). Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are

required in reply to the Office action to avoid abandonment of the application. Any amended
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replacement drawing sheet should include all of the figures appearing on the immediate prior

version of the sheet, even if only one figure is being amended. The figure or figure number of an

amended drawing should not be labeled as "amended." If a drawing figure is to be canceled, the

appropriate figure must be removed from the replacement sheet, and where necessary, the

remaining figures must be renumbered and appropriate changes made to the brief description of

the several views of the drawings for consistency. Additional replacement sheets may be

necessary to show the renumbering of the remaining figures. Each drawing sheet submitted after

the filing date of an application must be labeled in the top margin as either "Replacement Sheet"

or "New Sheet" pursuant to 37 CFR 1.121(d). If the changes are not accepted by the examiner,

the applicant will be notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office

action. The objection to the drawings will not be held in abeyance.

Claim Objections

3. Claim 1 is objected to because of the following informalities: In the last three sentences

of claim 1 it does not make sense to say 'perform the imaging scan on the object on the imaging

parameters set by the imaging parameter setting unit' as an object can not be placed on the

imaging parameters. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

4. Claims 1, 2, 4, 9, 10 and 12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention. In claim 1 it is not clear what is meant by the phrases 'a

fluoroscopic scan unit configured to relatively move one of both the tabletop and the support

apparatus to the other and to perform a fluoroscopic scan along a direction predetermined with
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respect to the object with the one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus relatively moved

to the other. . and 'an imaging scan unit configured to relatively move the one ofboth the

tabletop and the support apparatus to the other and, with the one ofboth the tabletop and the

support apparatus..'. The meaning of these phrases is not clear because it is not clear what is

moving. The statement is also grammatically incorrect because it is it does not make sense to say

'one of both the. . .'.In claim 2 the phrase 'operator's manually operated information. .
..' is used.

The meaning is not clear as information can not be operated. In claim 4 it is not clear what is

meant by the phrase 'a relatively moving speed of one ofboth the tabletop to the other

depending. . ..'. The meaning of this phrase is not clear because it is not clear what is moving.

The statement is also grammatically incorrect since it does not make sense to say 'one of both

the. . .'.In claim 9 it is not clear what is meant by the phrase 'a relative moving speed of one of

both the tabletop to the other depending. .
..'. The meaning of this phrase is not clear because it is

not clear what is moving. The statement is also grammatically incorrect because it does not make

sense to say 'one ofboth the. .
.'. In claim 10 it is not clear what is meant by the phrase 'a relative

moving speed of one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus. .
.' and 'relative speed of the

one of both the table top and the support apparatus to the other.'. The meaning of this phrase is

not clear because it is not clear what is moving. The statement is also grammatically incorrect

because it does not make sense to say 'one ofboth the. .

.

'. In claim 12 it is not clear what is

meant by the phrases 'relatively moving one of both the tabletop and the support apparatus to the

other and performing a fluoroscopic scan along a direction predetermined with respect to the

object with the one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus relatively moved to the other'

and 'relatively moving the one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus to the other and,
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with the one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus relatively moved to the other'. The

meaning of these phrases is not clear because it is not clear what is moving. The statement is also

grammatically incorrect because it does not make sense to say 'one of both the...'.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

6. Claims 1, 2, 7 and 12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Yasuda et al. (2002/0090058) in view ofMurthy et al. (US 6055295).

Consider claim 1, as best understood (1 12-2 rejection), Yasuda et al. show and disclose

an X-ray diagnostic system comprising: an X-ray source (X-ray tube) 5 ([0038] lines 4-5 and

figure 2) irradiating an X-ray; an X-ray detector (imaging system) 6 ([0038] lines 4-5 and figure

2) detecting the X-ray; a support apparatus configured to support both the X-ray source and the

X-ray detector so that both the X-ray source and the X-ray detector are opposed to each other

with a space left therebetween ([0071]), a tabletop (table top) 9 ([0040] lines 3-7 and figure 2)

on which an object (patient) P (figure 2) to be examined is laid being located in the space;

a fluoroscopic scan unit configured to relatively move one of both the tabletop and the support

apparatus to the other and to perform a fluoroscopic scan along a direction predetermined with

respect to the object with the one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus relatively moved

to the other thereby a fluoroscopic image of the object being provided along the direction

([0104], [0105], and figure 13); an imaging parameter setting unit configured to set, at every
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region to be examined of the object, imaging parameters ([0080], [0081], and figure 10) required

for an imaging scan on the basis of the fluoroscopic image, the regions being at least continuous

without a gap along the direction determined with respect to the object ([0089]); and an imaging

scan unit configured to relatively move the one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus to

the other and, with the one of both the tabletop and the support apparatus relatively moved to the

other ([0096], [0097], and [0098]), perform the imaging scan on the object on the imaging

parameters ([0142] and [0144]) set by the imaging parameter setting unit except for the object

being subjected to injection of an X-ray contrast agent when the object is examined and the X-

ray contrast agent flowing substantially along the direction in the first step of the method.

Murthy et al. show and disclose a contrast agent that is administered to a patient prior to

diagnostic imaging (Column 3 lines 16-17 and figure 1). It would have been obvious to a one

having ordinary skill at the time the invention was made to implement the contrast agent

techniques ofMurthy et al. in the system of Yasuda to obtain images displaying details of the

physiology of the patient and increase the accuracy in the diagnosis of disease.

Consider claim 2, as best understood (1 12-2 rejection), Yasuda et al. show and disclose

an X-ray diagnostic system according to claim 1, wherein the imaging parameter setting unit is

configured to accept operator's manually operated information and to set the imaging parameters

in response to the operator's manually operated information (input device) 74 (([0082] and figure

10).

Consider claim 7, Yasuda et al. show and disclose an X-ray diagnostic system according

to claim 1 except for where the imaging parameter setting unit is configured to, from the

fluoroscopic image obtained by the fluoroscopic scan unit, automatically recognize the region
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through which the X-ray contrast agent flows and to set the imaging parameters based on a

recognized result of the automatic recognition. Murthy et al. show and disclose an X-ray imaging

system and teaches how the location of a region in an image can be automatically detected and

set imaging parameters (Abstract, column 1 lines 64-67, and column 2 lines 1-4). It would have

been obvious to a one having ordinary skill at the time the invention was made to implement the

techniques ofMurthy et al. with the method ofYasuda to lessen the burden on the operator.

Consider claim 12, as best understood (112-2 rejection), Yasuda et al. show and disclose

a method ofX-ray imaging performed by the X-ray diagnostic system comprising

an X-ray source (X-ray tube) 5 ([0038] lines 4-5 and figure 2) irradiating an X-ray; an X-ray

detector (imaging system) 6 ([0038] lines 4-5 and figure 2) detecting the X-ray; and a support

apparatus (C-arm support mechanism) 14 ([0043] lines 48-10 and figure 2) configured to

support both the X-ray source and the X-ray detector so that both the X-ray source and the X-ray

detector are opposed to each other with a space left therebetween ([0071]), a tabletop (table top)

9 ([0040] lines 3-7 and figure 2) on which an object (patient) P (figure 2) to be examined is laid

being located in the space, the method comprising the steps of: relatively moving one of both the

tabletop and the support apparatus to the other and performing a fluoroscopic scan along a

direction predetermined with respect to the object with the one ofboth the tabletop and the

support apparatus relatively moved to the other ([0104] lines 8-10), thereby a fluoroscopic image

([0104], [0105], and figure 13), of the object being provided along the direction; setting, at every

region to be examined of the object, imaging parameters ([0080], [0081], and figure 10) required

for an imaging scan on the basis of the fluoroscopic image, the regions being at least continuous

without a gap along the direction determined with respect to the object ([0089]); and relatively
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moving the one ofboth the tabletop and the support apparatus to the other and, with the one of

both the tabletop and the support apparatus relatively moved to the other ([0096], [0097], and

[0098]), performing the imaging scan ([0142] and [0144]) on the object on the imaging

parameters ([0096)]except for the object being subjected to injection of an X-ray contrast agent

when the object is examined and the X-ray contrast agent flowing substantially along the

direction in the first step of the method. Murthy et al. show and disclose a contrast agent that is

administered to a patient prior to diagnostic imaging (Column 3 lines 16-17 and figure 1). It

would have been obvious to a one having ordinary skill at the time the invention was made to

implement the contrast agent techniques ofMurthy et al. with the method ofYasuda to obtain

images displaying details of the physiology of the patient and increase the accuracy in the

diagnosis of disease.

Claim 3 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Yasuda et al. in

view ofMurthy et al. as applied to claims 1, 2, 7 and 12 above, and further in view of Okabe et

al. (US 4766603).

Consider claim 3, Yasuda et al. show and disclose an X-ray diagnostic system according

to claim 2 except for an imaging scan unit that includes means for controlling a radiation field of

the X-ray on the object in the direction on the basis of the imaging parameters. Okabe et al. show

and disclose an aperture device of a radiation diagnostic apparatus that can define X-rays to form

a radiation field that is precisely identical with predetermined areas of a fluoroscopic scan

(Column 2 lines 44-48, column 3 lines 42-65, and figures 5 and 6). It would have been obvious

to a one having ordinary skill at the time the invention was made to implement the teachings of

Okabe et al. with the method of Yasuda et al. as modified by Murthy et al. to substantially
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eliminate scattered radiation as this improves the image quality of the object of interest and this

is required to accurately diagnose disease.

Allowable Subject Matter

7. Claims 4, 9, and 10 would be allowable if rewritten to overcome the rejection(s) under 35

U.S.C. 1 12, 2nd paragraph, set forth in this Office action and to include all of the limitations of

the base claim and any intervening claims.

Claims 5, 6, 8 and 1 1 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but

would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base

claim and any intervening claims.

Conclusion

8. Prior art relevant to this patent application but not included in this Office action includes:

US Patents (6990368, 5870450, 5450464, 6990368, 5917882, 6577889 and 6052476) and US

Publications (20020045817, 20020041654, and 20040005031).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Lynn D. Reed whose telephone number is (571)272-9093. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Thursday, 6:30 a.m - 5:00 p.m., EST.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Jayprakash Gandhi can be reached on (571)272-9820. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Lynn D Reed

Examiner

Art Unit 21 12
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